STRENGTH IN MOTION

Designed to MOVE with you.
The QUICKIE® 7 Series redefines ultra lightweight wheelchair technology for the active user. Its customized ergonomics, premium materials, and open back design offer you ultimate freedom of movement. Where will you go?
TOP OF THE LINE
MATERIALS AND TECHNOLOGY

The genius behind the 7 Series’ ultra lightweight frame is the 7000 Series aerospace aluminum that has been heat treated using ShapeLoc Technology. This process increases strength and allows for thinner, lighter weight tubing. With an 18% increase in the strength-to-weight ratio over previous designs, a 10% increase in stiffness, and a transport weight starting at 9.9 pounds*, the 7 Series chairs are light, but mighty.

HAND BUILT
JUST FOR YOU

As an extension of you, your wheelchair should be custom built for you, your personality, and your lifestyle. The 7 Series offers our highest level of customization with 3 caster settings, 2 frame lengths (per seat depth), 2 frame models, 6 rear wheels, 9 rear tires, and premium selections including the Freestyle Backrest System, Frame Graphics, 4-Link Suspension, QUICKIE Xtender Power Assist, and more.

*Transport weight for the 7RS
Freestyle™ Backrest System

The 7 Series’ minimal, ultra-modern design takes backstage so YOU are in the limelight. The Freestyle Backrest System’s unmistakable style makes your 7 Series chair a true original. It also breaks barriers to independence by providing a 360° range of upper body motion and lowering the overall weight of your chair.

7R and 7RS Models

Choose the 7R if you want to make quick back angle adjustments to tailor your chair to various activities during the day. Choose the 7RS if you know exactly what you need. Its fully rigid backrest and axle plate reduce the overall chair weight by an average of 1 lb. and transfer the energy directly from your arms to the axles for the most efficient propulsion.

CUSTOMIZED ERGONOMICS, PREMIUM MATERIALS, AND OPEN BACK DESIGN FOR THE ULTIMATE FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT.
7 SERIES SPECS

HCPCS Code: K0005

Weight
7R: 18.89 lbs.
7RS: 17.67 lbs.

Transport Weight
7R: 11.1 lbs.  
(w/o wheel locks: 10.06 lbs.)
7RS: 9.88 lbs.  
(w/o wheel locks: 8.84 lbs.)

Weight Capacity
265 lbs.

Seat Width
12” to 20”

Seat Depth
12" to 20”

Center of Gravity Adjustment
0” to 4”

Back Height Adjustment
8” to 20”

Front Seat Height
16” to 21”

Rear Seat Height
13” to 20”

Frame Angle
75°, 80°, 85°

Warranty
Limited/Lifetime

Frame Graphics
Choose from five different QUICKIE exclusive graphics to add style to any frame color, including the 7 Series’ exclusive Glossy White. Visit the 7 Series product page on www.SunriseMedical.com to see all graphics available.

Carbon Fiber Accents
Reduce weight and add style with the 7 Series’ carbon fiber components. Choose from the carbon fiber footrest, side guards, or JAY® J3™ Carbon Fiber Back.

When you want to really break the mold, our Built-4-Me team will help you Style Your Ride and create a truly original design with the head-turning style you’ve imagined.

- Custom wheels
- Colored handrims, accents, and Spinergy® spokes
- Custom frame colors, upholstery, and JAY® seating